We are looking for candidates, **starting as soon as possible**, for several positions of

**Student assistants for statistics and/or programming in R and/or administrative tasks**

**Tasks:**  
- Statistical analysis and programming  
- Programming and package development in R  
- Creation of graphics, texts and presentations, maintenance of webpages  

**Prerequisites:**

*For statistical analysis:*  
- Good knowledge of statistics, at least descriptive statistics, likelihood inference, test theory, regression models  
- Programming knowledge in R  
- Interest in communicating and collaborating with scientists from other fields (Biology, Medicine, Nutrition Science, etc.)

*For programming and package development:*  
- Advanced programming knowledge in R  
- Ideally knowledge about building R packages  
- Ideally (but not necessarily) experience in C/C++ with embedding in R  
- Statistics skills are advantageous

*For administrative tasks:*  
- Experience in creating graphics, e.g. with MS Powerpoint

**Work extent:**  
- 4-10 hours per week

**We offer:**  
- Participation in interesting biostatistical projects  
- Learning of/deepening knowledge in relevant topics  
- If applicable, possibility to write bachelor/master thesis  
- Flexible working time and place

**Information about the Data Science Group:**

http://www.wiwi.uni-bielefeld.de/lehrbereiche/statoekoinf/dasc/home

**In case of interest, please contact:**

Dr. Turid Frahnow  
Faculty of Business Administration and Economics, Bielefeld University  
tfrahnow@wiwi.uni-bielefeld.de

1. June 2018